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Abstract 

Neurons that are involved in the generation of rhythmic motor activity often maintain a 

relatively constant activity phase despite changes in the rhythm frequency. This 

maintenance of relative phase is thought to arise from the interplay between the intrinsic 

properties and the temporal synaptic dynamics among the network neurons. In the 

rhythmically active pyloric network of the lobster Panulirus interruptus, synaptic 

connections from the pacemaker ensemble to the follower neurons (lateral pyloric LP and 

pyloric constrictor PY) are thought to be largely responsible for the proper phase of 

activity (pacemaker-LP-PY) across all frequencies (0.5-2 Hz) of the pyloric rhythm. We 

test this hypothesis by characterizing the synapses from the pacemaker ensemble to the 

LP and PY neurons. Paired comparisons show that these two synapses are not 

significantly different in strength or in the extent of short-term depression. To examine 

the level in which intrinsic properties of the follower neurons determine their relative 

activity phase, we block all chemical synapses within the network and drive the LP and 

PY neurons rhythmically using artificial synaptic currents with identical strength and 

dynamics implemented with the dynamic clamp technique. In response to these identical 

synaptic inputs, the LP and PY neurons maintain the proper relative phase of activity. 

These results strongly indicate that the relative phase of activity among these follower 

neurons within the pyloric network is not dictated by their synaptic inputs but is solely 

determined by their distinct intrinsic properties. 
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Introduction 

Oscillatory activity is found at all levels in the nervous system, from cognitive functions 

(Singer, 1993; Klimesch, 1999) to sensory systems (Laurent et al., 1996; Stopfer et al., 

1997; Pareti and De Palma, 2004) and motor activity (Von Euler, 1983; Marder, 2000; 

MacKay-Lyons, 2002). The neural networks underlying these oscillatory activities 

usually operate over a wide frequency range (Marder and Calabrese, 1996) while, in each 

cycle, the relative temporal activity (phase) of individual elements within the network 

remains mostly invariant (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993; Dicaprio et al., 1997; Hooper, 

1997a, b). In many cases, this relative phase coding ensures appropriate functional 

rhythmic patterns of neural networks (Hooper, 1997a). 

 

We explore mechanisms responsible for setting relative activity phases using the 

rhythmically active pyloric motor network (frequency, 0.5-2 Hz) of the spiny lobster, 

Panulirus interruptus. In this network, the co-active anterior burster (AB) and two 

pyloric dilator (PD) neurons comprise the pacemaker ensemble responsible for the 

generation of the pyloric rhythm. The pacemaker ensemble produces inhibitory chemical 

postsynaptic potentials in the remaining follower neurons. The pyloric rhythm is a 

relatively stereotyped triphasic pattern of activity consisting of bursts of action potentials 

in the AB/PD ensemble (phase 1) followed by the lateral pyloric (LP; phase 2) and the 

pyloric constrictor (PY; phase 3) neurons. The two classes of follower neurons LP and 

PY maintain their relative activity pattern, where the LP neuron leads the PY neuron in 

each cycle, over a wide frequency range of the rhythm (Miller and Selverston, 1982a; 

Hooper, 1997a). The maintenance of the relative phases of the LP and PY neurons has 
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been attributed to their distinct intrinsic properties (Hartline and Gassie, 1979; Tierney 

and Harris-Warrick, 1992; Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a; Harris-Warrick et al., 1995b) as 

well as the strength and time course of the synaptic inputs these follower neurons receive 

from the pacemaker ensemble (Eisen and Marder, 1984; Mamiya and Nadim, 2004).   

 

We investigate the extent to which the relative activity phases of the follower LP 

and PY neurons are determined by the dynamics of the synaptic inputs they receive from 

the pacemaker ensemble. We first characterize the dynamics of these synapses (strength, 

time course of release, extent and time constant of depression, dependence on cycle 

frequency and duty cycle) by manipulating both PD neurons in voltage clamp using 

various injection stimuli and recording simultaneously from the follower neurons. To 

examine the contribution of intrinsic properties to the relative phases of activity, we block 

the synapses from the pacemaker ensemble to the follower neurons and replace these 

inherent synapses with identical artificial synapses. These experiments demonstrate the 

influence of synaptic inputs versus intrinsic properties in determining the proper relative 

phase of activity in this rhythmic network. 
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Materials and Methods 

Preparation and identification of the neurons 

Experiments were conducted on adult male spiny lobsters (P. interruptus)

purchased from Don Tomlinson Fisheries (San Diego, CA). The animals were maintained 

in artificial seawater tanks at 12-15°C until use and were anesthetized by cooling on ice 

for 30 minutes prior to each dissection. The stomatogastric nervous system (STNS; 

including the STG, the esophageal and the commissural ganglia) was removed using 

standard methods (Selverston et al., 1976; Harris-Warrick, 1992) and pinned down in a 

Sylgard-coated Petri dish. The STG was desheathed to allow penetration of the cell 

bodies and effective superfusion of the neurons using normal saline at 18°C, pH 7.35, 

containing (in mM): 12.8 KCl, 479 NaCl, 13.7 CaCl2, 10.0 MgSO4, 3.9 NaSO4, 11.2 

Trizma base, and 5.1 Maleic acid.  

 

Microelectrodes for neuron impalement were pulled using a Flaming-Brown 

micropipette puller (P87, Sutter Instruments, CA) and filled with 0.6 M K2SO4+0.02 M 

KCl (resistances of 8-13 MΩ). Neuron identification was accomplished by matching 

intracellular action potential recordings to their corresponding extracellular recordings on 

motor nerves (Selverston et al., 1976; Harris-Warrick, 1992). Intracellular recordings 

were made from the soma of the neurons using Axoclamp 2B amplifiers (Axon 

Instruments, Foster City, CA) and extracellular recordings were amplified using a 

differential AC amplifier model 1700 (A-M systems, Carlsborg, WA). 
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Comparison of the synaptic dynamics from the pacemaker ensemble to LP and PY 

neurons 

The AB and PD neurons (known as the pyloric pacemaker ensemble) make 

anatomically identical inhibitory chemical synaptic connections to all other (follower) 

pyloric network neurons (with the exception of the AB to ventricular dilator (VD) 

synapse, Fig 1B; also see (Eisen and Marder, 1982)). However, the temporal dynamics of 

the synapses from the AB neuron alone have been shown to be different from the 

dynamics of the synapses efferent from the PD neurons (Eisen and Marder, 1982; Rabbah 

et al., 2002). During the normal ongoing pyloric rhythm, the AB and PD neurons oscillate 

in synchrony due to their strong electrical coupling, thus the follower neurons experience 

a compound postsynaptic potential (PSP) from both AB and PD neurons. In this 

manuscript we do not attempt to characterize the synaptic dynamics of the AB and PD 

neurons separately; instead, we treat AB/PD as a single functional unit. In particular, we 

use voltage clamp stimulations of the two PD neurons to elicit synaptic release from both 

AB and PD neurons and record the compound PSPs from the LP and PY neurons. A 

series of control experiments allowed us to conclude that the AB synapses onto the LP 

and PY neurons can be recruited through the PD neurons without the need to impale the 

AB soma (N=7; data not shown; see also (Rabbah et al., 2002)).  

 

The inhibitory synapses between the pacemaker ensemble and the LP and PY 

neurons use voltage-dependent (graded) release of neurotransmitter as the major form of 

transmission (Maynard and Walton, 1975; Graubard, 1978; Graubard et al., 1980; 
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Johnson and Harris-Warrick, 1990; Johnson et al., 1995).  In order to isolate this form of 

synaptic release, spike-mediated transmission was blocked by superfusing the preparation 

with Panulirus saline containing 10−7 M tetrodotoxin (TTX; Biotium, CA). TTX blocks 

spontaneous rhythmic activity, which allowed for better control of the membrane 

potential of the neurons.  TTX also removes modulatory inputs from anterior ganglia that 

might otherwise affect the dynamics of the inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) 

recorded (Raper, 1979).  Since any input that alters the membrane potential of a neuron 

can conceivably alter the amount of neurotransmitter released by that neuron, these sets 

of experiments were carried out in voltage clamp.  One PD neuron was voltage clamped 

with two electrodes to a holding membrane potential (Vhold) of –60 mV.  Due to the 

technical restriction of placing two electrodes in each PD neuron, as well as placing a 

recording electrode in the LP and PY neurons, the second PD neuron was impaled with 

only one electrode.  Low resistance electrodes were used in both PD neurons for 

stimulation. The current that was used to voltage clamp the first PD neuron was scaled up 

(using the specification of the amplifier) via a Brownlee Precision Amplifier (Santa 

Clara, CA) and injected into the second PD neuron to effectively voltage-clamp the 

second PD neuron to the same Vhold with only one electrode.  A series of control 

experiments were carried out that allowed us to conclude that this technique is effectively 

equivalent to voltage-clamping both PD neurons with two electrodes each to the same 

membrane potential (N=5; data not shown). The postsynaptic LP and PY neurons were 

impaled with one electrode each and the elicited graded IPSPs were recorded in current 

clamp. Only paired recordings of LP and PY were used in this manuscript.  
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The VD neuron is coupled to the pacemaker neurons via a mixed chemical-

electrical synapse and is also connected to both the LP and PY neurons through chemical 

synapses (Eisen and Marder, 1982). The inhibitory chemical component of the AB to VD 

synapse dominates during the normal ongoing rhythm (Maynard and Selverston, 1975; 

Miller and Selverston, 1982a; Johnson et al., 1993). Therefore, during the stimulation of 

the PD neurons, the VD neuron is inhibited and its synapses to the LP and PY neurons 

are inactive. However, as a precautionary measure, the VD neuron was photoinactivated 

in all experiments to eliminate possible contamination of the AB/PD induced IPSPs in the 

LP and PY neurons by the VD neuron. The complete photoinactivation procedure is 

outlined in (Miller and Selverston, 1979; Miller and Selverston, 1982b; Eisen and 

Marder, 1984). 

 

Various injection protocols were used to stimulate the pacemaker chemical 

synapses onto the LP and PY neurons.  To study the synapses in a static context, single 

square two-second depolarizing pulses of amplitudes ranging from 10 to 40 mV were 

injected into the voltage clamped PD neurons.  To study the extent of depression and 

recovery, trains of five square pulses of fixed 500 ms duration and 40 mV amplitude, 

with interpulse intervals (IPIs), ranging from 250 ms to 8000 ms, were used. The effects 

of varying the frequency and shape of the presynaptic depolarizations were investigated 

using trains of two realistic PD waveforms, each with a drastically different duty cycle. 

Duty cycle was defined as the percentage of time, in each cycle, that the PD waveform 

was above its mean membrane potential. Realistic waveforms were built by recording the 

membrane potential oscillations of the PD neurons in normal saline during slow (1358 
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ms) and fast (623 ms) pyloric cycle periods and averaging them over several cycles. The 

resulting two unitary realistic waveforms, characterized according to their duty cycles 

(17% and 46%) were then low-pass filtered (at 10 Hz) to remove all action potentials and 

scaled to a fixed 40 mV amplitude from trough-to-peak. The waveforms were then played 

back periodically into the voltage clamped PD neurons with frequencies ranging from 

0.5-4 Hz (cycle periods 2000 to 250ms), obtained by scaling the waveforms in the time 

domain.  A 10 second interval was used between all injections to allow the synapses to 

completely recover from any form of synaptic plasticity. The same two waveforms were 

used in all experiments to allow for averaging of the data across preparations. 

Activation of the artificial synapses.  

The LP and PY neurons maintain constant relative phase over a wide frequency 

range in vivo (Rezer and Moulins, 1983). To investigate the role of the pacemaker 

synapses on the relative activity phase of the LP and PY neurons, the biological AB/PD 

synapse was replaced with an artificial synapse and the phases of LP and PY were 

recorded as the cycle period of the artificial synapse was varied. The LP and PY neurons 

were impaled with two electrodes each, one for current injection and one for recording 

membrane potentials, while the PD neuron was impaled with one electrode and 

monitored in current clamp. Cycle period and the PD, LP, PY neuron burst times were 

measured in reference to the PD neuron burst onset (see Fig. 1A).  The activity phase of 

each neuron was calculated as the time difference (∆t) between the burst onset (or end) of 

that neuron and the onset of the PD neuron burst divided by the cycle period.  
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 The biological synapses were then functionally removed from the network by the 

application of 5 µM picrotoxin (PTX; blocker of the glutamatergic AB, LP and PY 

synapses (Marder and Paupardin-Tritsch, 1978)) and 1 mM tetraethylammonium (TEA; 

blocker of the cholinergic PD and VD synapses (Marder and Eisen, 1984)). Note that this 

low concentration of TEA is not sufficient to significantly block potassium currents in 

these neurons (Graubard and Hartline, 1991; Kloppenburg et al., 1999; Peck et al., 2001). 

This protocol effectively removes the LP and PY reciprocal synapses as well; hence, the 

LP and PY neurons were left connected via electrical coupling only (Mamiya et al., 

2003). The dynamic clamp technique was used to activate the artificial AB/PD synapses 

(Sharp et al., 1993; Manor and Nadim, 2001). We defined a set of differential equations 

to mimic the dynamics of the AB synapses (namely, short latency and rapid rise time) 

and of the PD synapses (namely, long latency and slow rise time) (Eisen and Marder, 

1982; Rabbah et al., 2002). All parameters, including the reversal potentials and 

conductances of the synapses, were identical for both LP and PY neurons (see Results).  

We used a presynaptic pulse voltage signal to activate the artificial dynamic clamp 

synapse. This voltage signal was activated for the same duration and period as the burst 

duration and period of the biological PD neuron in control conditions. The synaptic 

current (Isyn) was then calculated through continuous readings of the LP and PY neuron 

membrane potentials and was injected, in real time, into both LP and PY neurons 

simultaneously. The equations used by dynamic clamp for calculation of Isyn were 
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where Vpost is VLP or VPY recorded in real time, gsyn = 5 nS, Esyn = –80 mV, VmA = –40 mV, 

kmA = –2 mV, VmB = –40 mV, kmB = 2 mV, τA = 20 ms, τB = 100 ms. These parameters 

were selected to obtain appropriate fits to recordings of IPSPs with multiple pulses (Fig. 

3A). 

Cycle period and the PD, LP and PY neuron burst durations and phases were 

measured in reference to the onset of the presynaptic voltage signal. Isyn was also 

activated at different periods, ranging from 250 ms plus PD burst duration to 8000 ms 

plus the PD burst duration. Within each preparation, at least 10 cycles of activity were 

analyzed.  

 

Recording, Analysis and Statistics.  

An NI PCI-6070-E board (National Instruments, Austin, TX) was utilized for data 

acquisition and for current injection with the data acquisition softwares Scope and 

Dynamic Clamp developed in the LabWindows/CVI software environment (National 

Instruments, Austin, TX) on a Windows XP operating system. A Digidata 1332A board 

was used for simultaneous data acquisition with pClamp 9 software (Axon Instruments, 

Union City, CA).  The acquired data were saved as individual binary files and were 

analyzed with the Readscope software. Scope, Readscope and Dynamic Clamp are 
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software developed in our laboratory and are available for download at 

http://stg.rutgers.edu/software/index.htm). Statistica (Statsoft, Tulsa, OK), and Origin 

(OriginLab, Natick, MA) software packages were used for statistical and graphical 

analysis. Reported statistical significance indicated that the achieved significance level P

was below the critical significance level α=0.05. All error bars shown and error values 

reported denote SEM. 
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Results 

The pacemaker ensemble of the pyloric circuit consists of the AB and two PD neurons 

that drive the pyloric rhythmic activity. These neurons exhibit synchronous membrane 

potential oscillations (Fig. 1A; top two traces; for simplicity, only one PD neuron is 

shown) that are time-locked by their strong electrical coupling (Maynard, 1972; Maynard 

and Selverston, 1975; Eisen and Marder, 1982; Miller and Selverston, 1982a).  Each 

cycle of the tri-phasic pyloric rhythm consists of a simultaneous burst of action potentials 

in the pacemaker neurons, followed with a short delay by a burst of action potentials in 

the single LP neuron and then by a burst in the six to eight PY neurons (Fig. 1A).  During 

the normal ongoing pyloric rhythm, the pacemaker neurons produce a compound 

postsynaptic potential (PSP) onto the follower LP and PY neurons (Fig. 1B). It has been 

proposed that the synaptic connectivity within the pyloric network (Fig. 1B), along with 

the intrinsic properties of the follower neurons, interact to determine the relative activity 

phases (PD-LP-PY) over a wide frequency range (0.5 to 2.0 Hz) of the pyloric rhythm 

(Hartline and Gassie, 1979; Selverston and Moulins, 1985; Miller, 1987; Marder and 

Bucher, 2001; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Mamiya et al., 2003).  

 

We examine the extent to which the relative activity phases of the follower LP 

and PY neurons are determined by the dynamics of the synaptic inputs these neurons 

receive from the pacemaker neurons. This study is composed of two sets of experiments. 

First, using simultaneous recordings, we compare the dynamics of the PSPs that the LP 

and PY neurons receive from the pacemaker ensemble using various injection stimuli. In 

a separate set of experiments, we block the synapses from the pacemaker ensemble and 
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replace its synaptic influence to the LP and PY neurons with artificial synapses using the 

dynamic clamp technique. These artificial pacemaker PSPs mimic the biological PSPs 

under control conditions, but can be controlled in their strength and timing. Together, 

these experiments help determine the role synaptic dynamics play in producing the 

correct relative activity phase of the follower neurons in this rhythmic network. 

 

Comparison of the dynamics of the IPSPs from the pacemaker unit onto the LP and PY 

neurons 

Previous studies have shown the usefulness of single, long, square pulses in the 

study of graded synaptic transmission in the STNS (Maynard and Selverston, 1975; 

Graubard, 1978; Johnson and Harris-Warrick, 1990; Manor et al., 1997).  Figure 2A 

shows simultaneous responses of the LP (middle trace) and PY (bottom trace) neurons to 

a two-second presynaptic square pulse in both PD neurons from −60 mV to −20 mV (top 

trace) in TTX saline.  The follower neurons experienced the effect of synaptic release 

from the pacemaker ensemble as a whole since the AB synapse is recruited from the PD 

neurons, thereby producing a compound IPSP (Rabbah et al., 2002).  The two-second 

depolarization pulse delivered to the PD neurons evoked a large transient peak 

hyperpolarization (Fig. 2A; horizontal arrows) that decayed to a sustained value 

throughout the stimulation period (Fig. 2A; vertical arrows) in both the LP and PY 

neurons. The strengths of the IPSPs elicited in response to all presynaptic depolarization 

amplitudes (Vpre from −60 mV to −50, −40, −30, −20 mV) are shown in the I/O curve in 

Fig. 2B.  As expected from a graded synapse, the IPSP amplitudes elicited in both the LP 
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and PY neurons became larger with increasing presynaptic potentials. However, the 

amplitudes of the IPSPs from the pacemaker ensemble to the LP and PY neurons were 

not significantly different from each other (two-way ANOVA, p=0.899; N=6). 

 

The IPSP amplitude provides a simple measure of synaptic strength, but carries 

no information on synaptic dynamics. To examine the time course of synaptic 

transmission, the time-to-peak (∆t) of the IPSPs was quantified by calculating the time 

difference between the presynaptic pulse onset and the IPSP peak (Fig. 2C; inset) and 

plotting the values vs. Vpre (from −60 mV to −50, −40, −30, −20 mV; Fig. 2C).  As the 

magnitude of presynaptic depolarization increased, the postsynaptic responses in the LP 

and PY neurons peaked earlier in time. However, the latency of the peak 

hyperpolarization of the pacemaker synapse to the LP neuron was not significantly 

different from that to the PY neuron (two-way ANOVA, p=0.135; N=6).  

 

All synapses in the pyloric network exhibit short-term synaptic dynamics 

(Hartline and Graubard, 1992; Manor et al., 1997; Mamiya et al., 2003; Mamiya and 

Nadim, 2004). To characterize the short-term dynamics of the synapses from the 

pacemaker ensemble to the LP and PY neurons, we activated the synapses with multiple 

square pulses (500 ms duration) of different interpulse intervals (IPI: 250-8000 ms; Fig. 

3). In response to a train of pulses with 500 ms IPI, the synapses onto both LP (middle 

trace) and PY (bottom trace) neurons showed short-term depression: the IPSPs elicited by 

the second and subsequent presynaptic depolarization pulses (Fig. 3A; vertical arrow) 

were smaller in amplitude than those elicited by the first pulse (Fig. 3A; horizontal 
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arrow).  Figure 3B quantifies the extent of synaptic depression as the ratio of the fifth 

IPSP peak amplitude to the first plotted vs. IPI (Manor et al., 1997; Mamiya et al., 2003). 

The LP and PY synapses showed the greatest depression (ratio ≈ 0.76) with the shortest 

IPI used, and the magnitude of depression decreased as the synapses were allowed greater 

time to recover between stimulations (ratio of 1 indicates maximum recovery). The extent 

of depression of the IPSPs onto LP and PY at all IPIs tested were not significantly 

different from each other (two-way ANOVA, p=0.99; N=6).  

 

The time constant of recovery from depression was computed by fitting the ratio 

of fifth to first IPSP peak amplitude vs. IPI for each experiment with a first order 

exponential decay curve with time constant τrec (Fig. 3C). The exponential fit is described 

by the equation (1 − Dmax) e –IPI / τrec where Dmax is the maximum amount of depression for 

a given synapse (when IPI tends to zero).  The y-intercept R0 (indicated by the arrow in 

Fig. 3C) represents the extent of recovery from depression as IPI tends to 0 (Mamiya et 

al., 2003).  Average τrec values for the synaptic depression seen in the LP and PY neurons 

were 299 ± 42.6 ms and 318 ± 61.7 ms, respectively (paired t-test, p=0.773; N=6), 

indicating that the pacemaker synapses to the LP and PY neurons recovered from 

depression with similar time courses. The maximum depression Dmax = 1 − R0 of these 

synapses was also statistically similar (0.626 ± 0.0586 for the LP neuron and 0.573 ±
0.0411 for the PY neuron; paired t-test, p=0.518; N=6). 

 

The pyloric network produces an ongoing rhythmic activity. Thus, the synaptic 

dynamics that are more relevant in the ongoing rhythm are those that are measured after 
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the transient changes are over and the peak response no longer changes in amplitude (e.g. 

compare fourth and fifth peaks in Fig. 3A).  We refer to the IPSP in response to the fifth 

pulse as the steady-state IPSP. We measured the peak time (∆t) of the steady-state IPSPs 

at all IPIs. The steady-state ∆t values in both LP and PY showed a dependence on the 

presynaptic IPI.  As IPI increased, the value of ∆t decreased (from LP: 204.67 ± 13.86 ms 

at 250 ms IPI; PY: 203.567 ± 11.94 ms at 250 ms IPI to LP: 162.83 ± 15.59 ms at 8000 

ms IPI; PY: 165 ± 15.03 ms at 8000 ms IPI). At all IPIs measured however, the steady-

state ∆t for both LP and PY IPSPs were not significantly different from each other (two-

way ANOVA, p= 0.957; N=6).  

 

So far, we have shown that IPSPs recorded in the LP and PY neurons are affected 

by the amplitude and time between depolarizations of the presynaptic pacemaker neurons 

in similar ways.  However, it has been shown that the amplitude and time course of PSPs 

are dependent on both the shape of the presynaptic depolarizations and their frequency 

(Olsen and Calabrese, 1996; Manor et al., 1997; Simmons, 2002; Mamiya and Nadim, 

2004).  In order to examine the effect of presynaptic frequency and waveform shape on 

the synapses from the pacemaker ensemble to the LP and PY neurons, we voltage 

clamped the presynaptic neurons using two different pre-recorded realistic waveforms.  

The activity waveforms of the pyloric pacemaker neurons are relatively stereotyped 

across preparations (Mamiya and Nadim, 2004). However, the AB/PD waveforms change 

in shape if external current is injected into these neurons to change the pyloric period 

(Abbott et al., 1991) or in the presence of extrinsic neuromodulation (Marder and 

Hooper, 1985; Flamm and Harris-Warrick, 1986a, b; Marder, 1987; Harris-Warrick and 
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Marder, 1991). Therefore, we constructed the realistic waveforms by recording several 

cycles of PD neuron activity during fast (623 ms; Fig. 4A, left panel, top trace) and slow 

(1358 ms; Fig. 4A, right panel, top trace) pyloric cycle period and then averaging and 

low-pass-filtering these cycles (Fig. 4A, bottom traces; see Methods). We indexed the 

change in waveform shape by the waveform duty cycle and chose two representative duty 

cycles (46% and 17%) to stimulate the presynaptic neurons (see Methods). 

The realistic waveforms were played back into the two voltage clamped PD 

neurons from a baseline of −60 mV with a fixed 40 mV trough to peak amplitude and 

with frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 4 Hz (cycle period 2000 to 250 ms), while the 

postsynaptic responses from the LP and PY neurons were measured.  Figure 4B shows an 

example of the IPSPs in the LP (middle trace) and PY (bottom trace) neurons in response 

to a train of waveform stimulations corresponding to the duty cycle 46% and cycle period 

of 1 s. As with trains of voltage pulses, the IPSPs showed short-term depression. Both 

sets of IPSPs recovered from depression as the cycle period was increased (lower 

frequency; Fig. 4C).  However, the steady-state IPSP amplitudes were statistically similar 

in both LP and PY neurons (two-way ANOVA p=0.448; N=6). The synaptic transmission 

from the pacemaker ensemble in response to the realistic waveform stimulation occurred 

with a delay for both the LP and PY neurons: in each of the five cycles of the PD neuron 

waveform, release occurred after the presynaptic potential reached a threshold of > 

−30mV. The peak phase of the steady-state PSP hyperpolarization was calculated as 

∆t/Period (∆t from the peak of the presynaptic waveform to the peak IPSP) and plotted 

versus frequency (Fig. 4D). We found that the peak phase of the IPSPs in the LP and PY 
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neurons advanced as the PD waveform oscillations became longer (shorter frequency; 

from LP: 0.21 ± 0.025 & PY: 0.18 ± 0.017 at frequency 4 Hz to LP: −0.145 ± 0.007 &

PY: −0.139 ± 0.009 at frequency 0.5 Hz). Peak phase changed signs from positive to 

negative at frequency of ~1.25 Hz. The trend observed was statistically similar in both 

cells (two-way ANOVA, p=0.634; N=6). When the voltage-clamped PD neurons were 

stimulated with the realistic waveform with duty cycle 17%, we again observed that the 

dynamics of the IPSPs elicited in the LP and PY neurons were not significantly different 

from each other (two-way ANOVA, p=0.936 for amplitudes and p=0.175 for peak 

phases; N=6; data not shown). 

 

The relative activity phases of the follower LP and PY neurons are determined by their 

intrinsic properties and not by the synaptic inputs they receive from the pacemaker 

neurons 

Thus far, we have shown that the two intrinsically distinct follower LP and PY 

neurons in the pyloric network receive identical synaptic inputs from the pacemaker 

ensemble. These results suggested that the proper relative activity phase of the LP and 

PY neurons is not, as previously thought (Marder and Bucher, 2001; Nusbaum and 

Beenhakker, 2002; Mamiya et al., 2003), even partially determined by the synapses they 

receive from the AB/PD pacemaker ensemble.  To further validate this hypothesis, we 

removed the biological synapses from the pacemaker ensemble and drove the LP and PY 

neurons simultaneously with identical artificial synapses. If the LP and PY neurons 

maintain their relative phasing in the pyloric cycle due to their intrinsic properties, we 
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expect that, when driven with identical synaptic inputs, the LP neuron should always lead 

the PY neuron in phase within each cycle. 

 

We first obtained simultaneous intracellular recordings of the PD, LP and PY 

neurons in control conditions (Fig. 5A; left panel).  These serve as our control recordings. 

The LP and PY neurons were impaled with two electrodes each, and the PD neuron was 

impaled with one electrode.  The cycle period and phase of the neurons were measured in 

reference to the burst onset of the PD neuron (see Methods). The floating bars in the left 

panel of Fig. 5A represent the average phase of 10 cycles of PD, LP and PY neuron 

activity measured in one experiment. The phase onset of the LP and PY neurons in 

control recordings were 0.57 ± 0.02 and 0.78 ± 0.1, respectively (n=10 cycles). The 

average cycle period and burst duration of the PD neuron were (in ms) 619 ± 4.5 and 193 

± 1.5, respectively (mean ± SEM; n=10 cycles). The phase diagram in the right panel of 

Fig. 5A shows the relative phase of the PD, LP and PY neurons in control conditions 

(N=5). In control conditions, the PD, LP and PY neurons continued to maintain the 

proper firing sequence (PD-LP-PY) as period was altered by external DC current injected 

in the PD neurons (N=4; data not shown; see also (Hooper, 1997a)). 

 

The biological synapses from the AB, LP and PY neurons were then functionally 

removed from the network by bath application of the glutamatergic blocker PTX while 

the cholinergic PD and VD synapses were blocked with 1 mM TEA (Fig. 5B).  Together, 

these two compounds ensured that the LP and PY neurons were isolated from all 

chemical synaptic input within the STG. The cells however were still electrically coupled 
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(Mamiya et al., 2003) and were still subject to neuromodulation from anterior ganglia 

(Marder, 1984; Harris-Warrick and Flamm, 1986; Marder, 1987; Marder and Weimann, 

1992).  In the PTX/TEA saline, the follower LP and PY neurons lost their ability to 

oscillate rhythmically (Fig. 5B; middle and bottom traces). However, the PD neuron, 

which is coupled to the endogenous oscillator neuron AB, maintained its ability to 

oscillate but with a faster period (513.8 ± 1.9 ms; n=10 cycles) than in control conditions 

(Fig. 5B; top panel). We then used an artificial “pacemaker” waveform to activate 

dynamic clamp synaptic inputs into both the LP and PY neurons simultaneously (Fig. 5C; 

see Methods). The conductance and dynamics of the artificial synaptic current Isyn were 

identical for both cells. Isyn was activated for the same duration and period as the average 

burst duration (193 ms) and period (619 ms) of the PD neuron measured in control 

conditions (Fig. 5C; left panel; top trace). Note that the ongoing PD neuron recording in 

PTX/TEA was not used as the presynaptic input. Instead a square-pulse waveform was 

used as the presynaptic voltage so that the period and active durations of the artificial 

synapse could be matched to the average values recorded in control conditions (see 

Methods). 

 

Calculation of the phase (average of 10 cycles) using the onset of the artificial 

pacemaker waveform as the reference point showed that the LP and PY neurons 

maintained their relative phase of activity in each cycle; i.e., the LP neuron always fired 

before the PY neuron. This was true for every cycle of every experiment. The phase 

onsets were 0.62 ± 0.01 for the LP neuron and 0.74 ± 0.02 for the PY neuron in this 

preparation (n=10 cycles). The right panel in Fig. 5C shows the average phase diagram 
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for five preparations.  Note that the burst end phase for both the LP and PY neurons was 

1.0 because these neurons fired tonically if they did not receive synaptic input; hence 

their bursts were terminated by the next activation of the artificial Isyn. As expected, the 

average phase onsets of the LP and PY neurons were significantly different relative to 

each other both in response to the biological synapse and the artificial synapse (two-way 

ANOVA; p= 0.016; N=5). However, the phase onsets of either the LP or the PY neuron 

in response to the artificial AB/PD synapse was not significantly different from the 

values in response to the biological AB/PD synapse (two-way ANOVA; post-hoc 

analysis with Tukey test: p= 0.589 for LP and p= 0.538 for PY; N=5). When Isyn was 

activated at different periods (see Methods) to mimic the broad range of cycle periods of 

the biological pyloric rhythm, the LP and PY neurons were still capable of maintaining 

proper sequence of firing (N=5; data not shown).  These results strongly indicate that the 

relative activity phases of the LP and PY neurons in each cycle of the pyloric rhythm are 

determined by the intrinsic properties of these neurons and not by the synaptic input they 

receive from the pacemaker neurons.  
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Discussion 

To produce meaningful rhythmic motor behaviors, neural networks must ensure proper 

coordination of the motor neurons involved in that behavior. Specifically, member 

neurons must be able to precisely adjust their timing of activity relative to each other, as 

the network frequency is changed, to maintain a functional motor pattern.  Changing the 

timing relationship between neurons provides an oscillatory network with a way to switch 

from one functional output to another. For example, a switch from trotting to galloping in 

quadruped locomotion is obtained by changing the relative phases of the leg movements 

in each gait. On the other hand, in fast or slow trotting or galloping, the relative phases of 

the legs remain mostly constant (Grillner, 1981).   

 

Synaptic inputs have been proposed to be partially responsible for the activity 

patterns of neurons during motor behaviors such as walking in insects (Wolf, 1992; Tryba 

and Ritzmann, 2000) and the digestive process in crustaceans (Eisen and Marder, 1984). 

Using the crustacean pyloric network, we study the role of synaptic inputs in maintaining 

proper phase relationships between two classes of follower neurons, LP and PY.  The 

relative activity phase of the LP and PY neurons in each cycle is fairly well maintained 

across a several-fold change in pyloric cycle frequency, with the LP neuron leading the 

PY neuron (Hooper, 1997b). The maintenance of this relative phase has been partially 

attributed to the properties of the inhibitory synapses these neurons receive from the 

pacemaker ensemble (Nadim and Manor, 2000; Mamiya et al., 2003). To compare these 

synapses, we measured several characteristic parameters. A comparison of the strengths 

and time courses of the pacemaker synapses to the LP and PY neurons showed that these 
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parameters are statistically similar, indicating that these neurons are inhibited by the 

pacemaker ensemble to the same degree and at precisely the same time. Moreover, both 

sets of synapses showed statistically similar extent and time course of recovery from 

short-term depression, thereby ruling out the possibility that the relative activity phase of 

these neurons is determined by distinct temporal synaptic dynamics (Manor et al., 2003).  

Neuromodulatory inputs from higher ganglia can alter the shape of the pyloric neurons’ 

membrane potential waveforms and the frequency of the rhythm (Flamm and Harris-

Warrick, 1986b; Marder, 1987; Harris-Warrick and Marder, 1991). Such changes can 

result in variations of the synaptic outputs from the neurons (Manor et al., 1997; Mamiya 

et al., 2003).  However, the strength and peak phase of the synapses to the LP and PY 

neurons showed the same dependency on the duty cycle and frequency of the PD neuron 

waveform. In summary, the comparison of all PSP parameters indicated that the synapses 

from the pacemaker ensemble to the LP and PY neurons are not significantly different.  

 

Pacemaker synapses are important in determining the activity phase of the follower 

neurons but not their relative phase 

We have provided strong evidence that synaptic inputs from the pacemaker 

ensemble do not dictate the relative phase of activity of the follower LP and PY neurons. 

We emphasize that we do not claim that the absolute activity phase of these neurons ―in   

reference to the activity of the pacemaker neurons― is independent of the synaptic inputs 

or insensitive to the synaptic dynamics. In fact, the synaptic connections from the 

pacemaker ensemble are clearly necessary for the oscillatory activity of the LP and PY 

neurons (Fig. 5B; see also (Miller and Selverston, 1982a, b)). Moreover, the activity 
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phase of each of these neurons is sensitive to the synaptic inputs they receive, as can be 

seen, e.g., by injecting artificial synaptic inputs (as in Fig. 5C) with different strengths or 

frequencies (data not shown). The importance of the pacemaker synapses in determining 

the activity of the follower neurons was shown in early studies of these synapses (Eisen 

and Marder, 1982). Synaptic inputs always interact with intrinsic properties of the 

follower neuron to determine its activity. However, the strength and short-term dynamics 

of the synaptic inputs are important parameters in determining the activity phase in each 

cycle (Manor et al., 2003; Bose et al., 2004; Greenberg and Manor, 2005). What we have 

shown in the current study is that the timing of activity of the LP and PY neurons relative 

to each other does not depend on the strength or dynamics of the synaptic inputs from the 

pacemaker ensemble but solely on the intrinsic properties of these follower neurons. 

 

Intrinsic ionic currents can determine the relative activity phases of the LP and PY 

neurons 

Intrinsic membrane properties of neurons have been shown to play a role in the 

setting of relative phase in various motor systems. For example, spike frequency 

adaptation affects the pattern of activity of neurons involved in lamprey locomotion (el 

Manira et al., 1994) and rat respiration (Jodkowski et al., 1988), while plateau potentials 

affect relative phasing in insect locomotion (Hancox and Pitman, 1991) and flight 

(Ramirez and Pearson, 1991).  In the pyloric motor network, two subthreshold ionic 

conductances participate in the post-inhibitory rebound property of the follower neurons: 

the fast transient potassium current IA (Hartline, 1979; Hartline and Gassie, 1979; Tierney 

and Harris-Warrick, 1992; Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a; Harris-Warrick et al., 1995b) and 
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the hyperpolarization-activated inward current Ih (Hartline and Gassie, 1979; Golowasch 

et al., 1992; Kiehn and Harris-Warrick, 1992; LoFaro et al., 1994). IA delays the burst 

onset while Ih advances it (Tierney and Harris-Warrick, 1992; Harris-Warrick et al., 

1995b). The properties of these ionic conductances have been shown to be distinctly 

different in the LP and PY neurons.  Specifically, IA is larger in the PY neuron and yet 

smaller in the LP neuron (Graubard and Hartline, 1984; Harris-Warrick, 1989; Tierney 

and Harris-Warrick, 1992) while Ih is almost non-detectable in the PY neuron but 

prominent in the LP neuron (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a; Harris-Warrick et al., 1995b). 

These differences can account for the setting of relative phase of activity of these two 

neurons in the ongoing pyloric rhythm. In particular, when the pacemaker neurons burst, 

the LP and PY neurons experience inhibitory chemical PSPs with similar strengths and 

dynamics. The additional Ih then allows the LP neuron to escape from inhibition first 

while the additional IA delays the onset of the PY burst. In this manner, these two 

intrinsic ionic conductances can set the relative phasing of activity in the LP and PY 

neurons.  

 

Synapses from the same neuron can have distinct strengths and dynamics 

We show that two synapses efferent from one presynaptic neuronal unit have 

identical dynamics. While this is true for the case presented here, it is not true in general, 

even for synapses in the pyloric network. A recent study shows that the synaptic 

connections from the LP neuron to the PD and PY neurons have vastly different strengths 

and short-term dynamics (Mamiya and Nadim, 2005). In addition, the short-term 

dynamics of these synapses are customized for their specific functions (Mamiya and 
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Nadim, 2005), suggesting that heterogeneity in synaptic dynamics allows the presynaptic 

neuron to differentially control the activity of its postsynaptic targets (Markram et al., 

1998).  

 

Neuromodulation may change the effect of pacemaker synapses on the relative activities 

of the LP and PY neurons 

In this study we treated the pacemaker neurons AB and PD as one unit because, in 

the ongoing pyloric rhythm, these neurons are always co-active and both make synaptic 

connections to the follower LP and PY neurons. However, the synapses from the AB and 

PD neurons differ in their neurotransmitter content, time course (Marder and Eisen, 1984; 

Rabbah et al., 2002) and short-term dynamics (Rabbah and Nadim, unpublished 

observations; see also (Rabbah et al., 2002)). Previous studies have shown that 

neuromodulators released from higher ganglia to the pyloric network differentially affect 

the intrinsic and synaptic properties of the pacemaker neurons (Harris-Warrick and 

Marder, 1991; Johnson et al., 1995; Harris-Warrick et al., 1998). In this manner, 

neuromodulatory conditions can modify the relative contributions of the AB and PD 

synapses to the total synaptic output of the pacemaker ensemble.  It is possible that under 

some modulatory conditions, the pacemaker synapses to the LP and PY neurons can be 

modified to have distinct strengths or dynamics and thus directly influence the relative 

activity phase of these follower neurons. 

 

Conclusion 
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The hypothesis that synaptic inputs interact with the intrinsic properties of 

individual neurons to maintain relative activity patterns may be valid in many oscillatory 

networks (Katz and Frost, 1996; Ramirez and Richter, 1996; Nassel, 2000; Clemens and 

Katz, 2001), despite our results that synaptic inputs from pacemaker neurons do not 

determine the relative activity of the follower neurons in the lobster pyloric circuit. The 

important lesson of the current study is to question the a priori assumption that synaptic 

inputs always interact with intrinsic properties to determine activity patterns (Harris-

Warrick et al., 1995a; Marder and Bucher, 2001; Mamiya et al., 2003). A complete 

analysis of the properties of all constituent neurons and synapses operating within a 

network, and their interactions with each other, is necessary to determine the mechanisms 

underlying the proper activity patterns of neurons and their relative coordination.  
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Figure Legends 
Figure 1: Pyloric network connectivity and experimental paradigm. A. Intracellular 

recordings of AB, PD, LP, and PY in normal saline. The sequence of firing is such that 

the pacemaker neurons (AB and PD) burst in synchrony, followed, after a short delay, by 

LP and then by PY. Note the overlap between LP and PY. Calculations of the cycle 

period and the PD, LP and PY burst times use the PD burst onset as the reference point 

(dashed line). Phase is calculated by dividing the time difference between burst onset 

(∆tb), or burst end (∆te), by cycle period. The baselines for the membrane oscillations 

were −62 mV for AB, −57 mV for PD, −58 mV for LP and −62 mV for PY. B. 

Schematic diagram showing the synaptic connections between the neurons and the 

experimental setup. AB and PD are connected to LP and PY by inhibitory chemical 

synapses. LP and PY are connected to each other with reciprocal mixed (electrical and 

chemical) synapses. All neurons were impaled with 1 electrode except for one of the PD 

neurons (impaled with 2 electrodes for voltage clamp). The current used to voltage clamp 

one of the PD neurons was scaled and injected into the other PD neuron to voltage clamp 

the latter to the same Vhold. Paired recordings of the LP and PY neurons were taken as the 

PD neurons were stimulated with various protocol injections. Resistor symbols denote 

electrical synapses; ball and stick symbols denote chemical synapses. 

 

Figure 2: IPSPs elicited in the LP and PY neurons in response to single square voltage 

pulses in the PD neurons are similar in strength and time course. A. Simultaneous 

recording of LP and PY as the PD neurons were stimulated with a 40 mV pulse from 

Vhold = −60 mV in TTX saline. IPSPs exhibited a transient peak (horizontal arrows) and a 
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sustained component (vertical arrows). The LP and PY neurons had initial membrane 

potentials of –55 and –56 mV respectively. B. Synaptic I/O curve for square pulses (Vpre 

from −60 mV to −50, −40, −30, −20 mV) in the PD neurons (mean ± SEM; N=6). 

Strengths of the IPSPs in LP and PY were not significantly different from each other at 

each presynaptic potential tested. C. The IPSPs in the LP and PY neurons exhibited a 

similar time course of synaptic release (mean ± SEM; N=6). Inset: calculation of ∆t from 

the start of the presynaptic pulse to the peak of the hyperpolarization response. 

 

Figure 3: Short-term synaptic plasticity of the IPSPs elicited in the LP and PY neurons 

were similar in response to a train of pulses in the PD neurons. A. The PD neurons were 

stimulated with a series of 5 pulses of 40 mV from Vhold= −60 mV with IPI=500 ms. The 

IPSPs in LP and PY showed short-term depression: the steady state IPSP (vertical arrow) 

is smaller in amplitude than the first IPSP (horizontal arrow). The resting membrane 

potentials were −55 mV for LP and −56 mV for PY. B. The extent of depression of the 

IPSPs, measured as the ratio of the 5th/1st peak amplitudes at each IPI was similar for both 

LP and PY (mean ± SEM; N=6). C. In each experiment, the 5th/1st ratio vs. IPI was fit 

with a single exponential fit (dashed line) with time constant τrec. The y-intercept (R0)

represents the extent of recovery as IPI tends to 0.  

 

Figure 4: The frequency dependence of the IPSPs in the LP and PY neurons in response 

to a train of realistic waveforms in the PD neurons. A. Construction of realistic 

waveforms. Waveforms were recorded in the PD neuron (top traces) and low-pass 

filtered at 10 Hz to produce smooth unitary waveforms (bottom traces) at fast (left panel) 
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and slow (right panel) cycle periods. The duty cycle (% of time above mean membrane 

potential) of the PD waveforms were 46% and 17%. B. A train of the realistic waveform 

in the left panel in A (scaled to 40 mV amplitude) was played back into the voltage-

clamped PD neurons from Vhold= −60 mV (top trace) at cycle period 1 s. The PSPs in LP 

and PY were recorded (middle and bottom traces respectively) simultaneously.  IPSPs in 

LP and PY exhibited short-term depression. The resting membrane potentials were −55

mV for LP and −56 mV for PY. Arrows indicate steady-state (5th) IPSP peak amplitude. 

C.  The steady state amplitude of the IPSPs (as indicated by arrows in A) plotted vs. 

frequency shows that the amplitudes of the synaptic response in LP and PY increased as 

the frequency decreased. This indicated recovery from short-term depression of the IPSPs 

as period was increased (lower frequency). IPSPs recorded from both LP and PY show a 

similar dependency on frequency. D. In response to increasing frequencies, the peak 

phase (∆t/period) of the steady state IPSPs in LP and PY were delayed (mean ± SEM; 

N=6).  The response in the LP and PY neurons showed a similar dependency on 

presynaptic frequency.  

 

Figure 5: Synaptic transmission from the pacemaker neurons is not essential for proper 

phase of LP and PY neuron activity. Scale bar=5 mV for panels A and B and = 1.4 nS, 

0.5 nA and 5mV for panel C. A. Simultaneous recordings of PD, LP and PY in control 

saline. Floating bars in left panel represent the average phase of activity ± SEM (N=10) 

for that preparation. Phase diagram in right panel is the average of 5 preparations. The 

resting membrane potentials were −57 mV for PD, −55 mV for LP and −56 mV for PY.  

B. Bath application of TEA and PTX removes the biological chemical synapses within 
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the STG. Only PD maintained rhythmic oscillatory activity. The resting membrane 

potentials were −55 mV for PD, −46 mV for LP and −44 mV for PY. C. While in 

PTX/TEA, artificial synapses that mimic the biological AB/PD synapses were activated 

for the same duration and period as that of the PD neuron in control conditions using the 

dynamic clamp technique (DC). The synaptic conductance (gsyn; top trace) as well as 

other parameters of Isyn activated in the LP and PY neurons were identical. The value of 

Isyn injected in the LP (ILP; third trace) and PY (IPY; last trace) neurons was calculated 

through continuous reading of the membrane potential of these neurons. In response to 

the artificial synaptic inputs, the LP and PY neurons maintained the correct relative phase 

of activity (floating bars). Phase was calculated using the presynaptic voltage signal as 

reference. Each of the first floating bars (in right and left panels) is meant to represent the 

phase of the artificial presynaptic voltage signal. As in A, the phase diagram in the right 

panel represents the average of 5 preparations. The resting membrane potentials were −46

mV for LP and −44 mV for PY. 
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